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Adolescent athletes can feature significantly greater muscle strength and tendon stiffness 
compared to untrained peers. However, to date, it is widely unclear if radial muscle and 
tendon hypertrophy may contribute to loading-induced adaptation at this stage of 
maturation. The present study compares the morphology of the vastus lateralis (VL) and 
the patellar tendon between early-adolescent athletes and untrained peers. In 14 male 
elite athletes (A) and 10 untrained controls (UC; 12–14  years of age), the VL was 
reconstructed from full muscle segmentations of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
sequences and ultrasound imaging was used to measure VL fascicle length and pennation 
angle. The physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA) of the VL was calculated by dividing 
muscle volume by fascicle length. The cross-sectional area (CSA) of the patellar tendon 
was measured over its length based on MRI segmentations as well. Considering body 
mass as covariate in the analysis, there were no significant differences between groups 
considering the VL anatomical cross-sectional area (ACSA) over its length or maximum 
ACSA (UC: 24.0 ± 8.3 cm2, A: 28.1 ± 5.3 cm2, p > 0.05), yet athletes had significantly 
greater VL volume (UC: 440 ± 147 cm3, A: 589 ± 121 cm3), PCSA (UC: 31 ± 9 cm2, A: 
46 ± 9 cm2), pennation angle (UC: 8.2 ± 1.4°, A: 10.1 ± 1.3°), and average patellar tendon 
CSA (UC: 1.01 ± 0.18 cm2, A: 1.21 ± 0.18 cm2) compared to the untrained peers (p < 0.05). 
However, the ratio of average tendon CSA to VL PCSA was significantly lower in athletes 
(UC: 3.4 ± 0.1%, A: 2.7 ± 0.5%; p < 0.05). When inferring effects of athletic training based 
on the observed differences between groups, these results suggest that both muscle and 
tendon of the knee extensors respond to athletic training with radial growth. However, 
the effect seems to be stronger in the muscle compared to the tendon, with an increase 
of pennation angle contributing to the marked increase of muscle PCSA. A disproportionate 
response to athletic training might be associated with imbalances of muscle strength and 
tendon stiffness and could have implications for the disposition towards tendon 
overuse injury.
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INTRODUCTION

Muscles and tendons interact and regulate the temporal 
characteristics of forces needed for the execution and control 
of movements. While the contractile element is able to generate 
forces and mechanical work, the elasticity of the connective 
tissue enables the storage and release of strain energy and 
affects the operating conditions of the muscle with regard to 
its force-length-velocity relationship (Kawakami and Fukunaga, 
2006; Roberts and Azizi, 2011; Bohm et  al., 2018, 2019). Both 
tissues are mechanosensitive and adapt to their mechanical 
environment. In muscle, an increase of habitual loading – for 
example, due to exercise – can trigger changes in its activation, 
physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA; including potential 
fiber type-specific hypertrophy), and specific tension, contributing 
to an increased capacity of the neuromuscular system to generate 
force (Aagaard et al., 2001; Folland and Williams, 2007; Erskine 
et  al., 2010). Tendons can adapt to higher mechanical loading 
with an increase of stiffness (Arampatzis et  al., 2007, 2010; 
Kongsgaard et  al., 2007; Bohm et  al., 2014), which is the 
capacity of the tendon to resist axial deformation upon force 
application. At a given rest length of the tendon, tendon stiffness 
depends on its cross-sectional area (CSA) and material properties, 
while the latter seems to change relatively early in a training 
process and the former is considered a long-term-mechanism 
to increased tendon stiffness (Bohm et  al., 2015).

As most of the research on human muscle-tendon adaptation 
has been conducted on adults, it is less clear how muscles 
and, especially, tendons respond to increased mechanical loading 
during maturation. While there is no doubt that muscle strength 
can be  increased by means of training already at prepubescent 
age, there is an ongoing debate about at which stage of maturity 
muscle hypertrophy has a relevant contribution. A prominent 
view is that the potential for exercise-induced muscle 
hypertrophy is low until the adolescent growth spurt (Lloyd 
et al., 2015). It should be noted, however, that only few studies 
investigated differences in muscle size following intervention 
or between trained and untrained cohorts with elaborate 
measures (i.e., magnet resonance or computerized tomography 
imaging; Ramsay et  al., 1990; Daly et  al., 2004; Granacher 
et  al., 2011; Greene et  al., 2012; Sanchis-Moysi et  al., 2012) 
and none of those addressed long-term effects of training on 
lower extremity muscles in early adolescence (around the 
adolescent growth spurt). Recently, we  found greater vastus 
lateralis (VL) thickness in early adolescent athletes compared 
to untrained controls (Charcharis et  al., 2019), indicating 
training-induced muscle growth. However, the morphological 
determinant of radial muscle growth is the PCSA, which has 
not been measured in any study on lower limb muscle 
hypertrophy during maturation.

Data on the effects of loading on tendon morphology during 
maturation are essentially lacking. Waugh et al. (2014) provided 
evidence that, in preadolescent children, Achilles tendon stiffness 
can increase in response to specific mechanical stimulation 
that can be considered optimal for stimulating tendon adaptation. 
No indications for tendon hypertrophy were found in that 
study, though it should be  noted that the accuracy of the 

applied ultrasound-based assessment of tendon CSA has been 
called into question by other work (Ekizos et  al., 2013; Bohm 
et  al., 2016; Kruse et  al., 2016). Moreover, athletic activity 
that is mainly characterized by plyometric loading does not 
seem to significantly increase tendon stiffness in preadolescent 
children (Pentidis et  al., 2019), while both early‐ (Charcharis 
et  al., 2019) as well as late-adolescent athletes (Mersmann 
et al., 2017c) have stiffer tendons compared to untrained peers, 
even without specific tendon training. It is, however, unknown 
if tendon hypertrophy contributes to a loading-induced increase 
in stiffness in that age. As the half-life of collagen is estimated 
to be  almost tenfold higher compared to muscle proteins 
(Lundholm et  al., 1981; Thorpe et  al., 2010) and basal tendon 
tissue turnover seems to essentially come to a halt at the end 
of adolescence (Heinemeier et  al., 2013; Zhang et  al., 2020), 
a morphological response of tendons to exercise can be expected 
during adolescence. It could well be  that – similar to bone 
(Bachrach, 2001) – the acquisition of tendon tissue mass 
during growth might be  a determinant of tendon strength 
throughout life. Identifying periods of pronounced tendon 
plasticity during maturation might help to formulate 
recommendations on when to target tendon adaptation in 
the long-term athletic development (Lloyd et  al., 2015).

As the effects of athletic training on muscle and tendon 
morphology during early-adolescence are widely unknown, the 
present study investigates the morphology of the VL – as 
representative for the quadriceps femoris – including its PCSA 
and the patellar tendon CSA, due to the important contribution 
of the knee extensor muscle-tendon unit to movement 
performance and the susceptibility of the patellar tendon to 
overuse injury (Lian et al., 2005; Zwerver et al., 2011; Simpson 
et  al., 2016; Nikolaidou et  al., 2017). Using a cross-sectional 
design, comparing early-adolescent athletes with untrained 
peers, we  hypothesized to find significantly greater VL PCSA 
and tendon CSA in athletes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants and Experimental Design
Fourteen male adolescent athletes (handball and basketball) in 
the age of 12–14  years and 10 similar-aged controls volunteered 
to participate in the present study. The weekly training duration 
(with regard to the last 6 month and not considering competitions 
or school-based sports) of the handball athletes (n  =  10) was 
about 10 h, including a total of approximately 2 hours of strength 
training. The basketball athletes (n  =  4) trained about 8  h a 
week, including a total of about 80  min of strength-oriented 
exercises. Both groups only performed body-weight based strength 
exercises and did not participate in machine-based resistance 
training. All athletes were engaging in sport-specific training 
for at least 3  years at the time of measurement. For inclusion 
in the control group, a maximum duration of 2  h of leisure 
sport activity was allowed. Exclusion criteria were musculoskeletal 
diseases that affect muscle or tendon morphology (e.g., muscular 
dystrophy or patellar tendinopathy). All participants and respective 
legal guardians gave written informed consent to the experimental 
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procedures, which were approved by the ethics committee of 
the Charité, University Medicine Berlin (EA2/076/15) and carried 
out in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. VL architecture 
and muscle and patellar tendon morphology were assessed using 
ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the 
dominant leg, respectively. Leg dominance refers to the preference 
for kicking a ball. Since the athletes took part in a larger study 
featuring a more extensive data acquisition, the ultrasound and 
MRI data were captured on 2  separate days within 1  week in 
different facilities. In the control group, a portable ultrasound 
system was used to measure muscle architecture in conjunction 
with the MRI scanning. All participants were asked to refrain 
from vigorous physical activity the day before and on the day 
of the measurements.

Assessment of Vastus Lateralis 
Architecture
Fascicle length and pennation angle of the VL were determined 
using ultrasonography. A linear ultrasound probe was placed 
over the mid-portion of the muscle belly at about 60% thigh 
length (from proximal to distal), which is the approximate 
location of the maximum anatomical cross-sectional area (ACSA; 
Mersmann et  al., 2015). The knee angle was set to 60°, which 
is likely close to the optimum angle for force production in 
the knee joint (Herzog et  al., 1990), and was controlled with 
a goniometer. The ultrasound device used on the athletes 
featured a 10 cm linear probe (7.5  MHz; My Lab60; Esaote, 
Genova, Italy), while a mobile ultrasound system with a 6-cm 
probe (8.0  MHz; Telemed Echoblaster 128; Telemed, Vilnius, 
Lithuania) was used in the control group. The root mean square 
differences in the measurement of fascicle length between the 
two devices were determined in a pilot study (young adults; 
n  =  11) and were 7.6  mm with an intraclass correlation 
coefficient for absolute agreement and single measures of 0.912. 
The ultrasound images (five per participant) were analyzed 
using a custom written MATLAB interface (version R2016a; 
MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The upper and deeper 
aponeuroses were defined by manually setting reference points 
along the aponeuroses that were approximated by a linear 
least squares fitting. Subsequently, features of multiple fascicles 
were tracked automatically using the algorithm of Marzilger 
et  al. (2018) and complemented manually when less than 10 
fascicle fragments were automatically detected. A reference 
fascicle was calculated based on the average inclination of the 
fascicle portions, and fascicle length was measured as the 
Euclidian distance between intersection points of the reference 
fascicle and the two aponeuroses. The average fascicle length 
and pennation angle of the five images were fed into the 
statistical analysis. The pennation angle refers to the angle 
between the reference fascicle and the deeper aponeurosis.

Assessment of Vastus Lateralis 
Morphology
Vastus lateralis muscle morphology was measured using an 
open 0.25 Tesla MRI scanner (G-Scan, Esaote, Genova, Italy). 
The participants were lying supine with the knee flexed to 

10° (0° = full extension) to align the thigh with the longitudinal 
axis of the scanner. Since the scanner had a small field of 
view, the thigh was separated into three sections from the 
greater trochanter to the lateral epicondyle (proximal, medial, 
and distal), which were captured in consecutive Turbo 3D 
T1 weighted sequences (TE: 16 ms, TR: 39 ms, slice thickness: 
3.1  mm, no gaps). The boundaries of the thigh-sections were 
marked with lines of fish-oil capsules, which were fixed to 
the skin using self-adhesive tape to avoid any dislocation 
during the repositioning of the leg within the field of view. 
The contours of the VL and fish-oil capsules in the respective 
MRI sequences of the proximal, medial, and distal thigh-
sections were then manually outlined using Osirix (version 
7.0, Pixmeo, Geneva, Swiss). The lines of fish-oil capsules 
that were captured and segmented in two adjacent sections 
were used to reassemble the three partial volumes to the full 
muscle. The custom-written MATLAB algorithm used for this 
procedure is described in more detail elsewhere (Marzilger 
et al., 2019). The average error associated with the reconstruction 
from multiple sequences is estimated to range between 1 and 
2% (Marzilger et  al., 2019). From the reconstructed muscle, 
we  examined muscle volume, maximal ACSA (ACSAmax), and 
ACSA in 10%-intervals along the muscle length. The PCSA 
was calculated as quotient of muscle volume and fascicle length 
(Lieber and Fridén, 2000).

Assessment of Tendon Morphology
The CSA of the patellar tendon was determined based on 
segmentations of MRI sequences as well. 3D HYCE (GR) 
sequences (10  ms repetition time, 5  ms excitation time, 80° 
flip angle, 3  mm slice thickness, and one excitation) of the 
knee joint were recorded using the same scanner and subject 
positioning as described above. The boundaries of the patellar 
tendon were segmented in OsiriX between the distal apex 
of the patellar and deep insertion at the tibial tuberosity. As 
recommended by Couppé et  al. (2013), we  applied the NIH 
color scale during the segmentation to facilitate the accurate 
tracing the contours of the tendon. Since it is barely possible 
to perfectly align the longitudinal axis of the tendon with 
the longitudinal axis of the MRI scanner, simple transverse 
plane segmentations would overestimate the CSA. For this 
reason, the digitized patellar tendon CSAs were transformed 
orthogonal to the line of action of the patellar tendon, which 
in turn was defined as the line of best fit through the 
geometrical centers of the respective CSAs (Bohm et al., 2016). 
The CSAs were then analyzed in 10%-intervals along the 
tendon length.

Statistics
Normality of the data was analyzed by means of the Shapiro-
Wilk test and was given in all parameters (or respective 
standardized residuals where applicable) except age and VL 
muscle ACSA in some length intervals. Baseline differences 
in age were analyzed with the Mann-Whitney U test and 
anthropometry using the Student’s t-test for independent samples. 
VL pennation angle, fascicle length, ACSAmax and PCSA, and 
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average patellar tendon CSA were analyzed using a one-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA). Muscle and tendon CSAs over 
their lengths were analyzed in 10%-intervals in a repeated 
measures ANOVA with the length-intervals as within-subject 
factor. The ANOVA model was used due to its robustness 
considering the type of data distribution (Schmider et  al., 
2010). The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied if the 
assumption of sphericity was violated. As body mass and height 
differed notably between groups, we  used covariates in the 
statistical analysis where applicable and indicated their use as 
subscript of the reported values of p in the results section 
(BM: body mass for VL and patellar tendon CSAs, as well 
as VL volume and pennation angle; FL: femur length for 
fascicle length). Further, we  analyzed the association of VL 
PCSA and patellar tendon CSA as well as between the PCSA 
and pennation angle using the Pearson correlation coefficient 
(r) and calculated the explained variance as r2. The alpha level 
for all statistical tests was set to 0.05. The effect size f was 
calculated based on either Cohens d or partial eta squared 
(depending on the type of original test) and categorized as 
either small (0.1  ≤  f  <  0.25), medium (0.25  ≤  f  <  0.5), or 
large (f  ≥  0.5; Cohen, 2013).

RESULTS

There was no significant difference in calendar age between 
groups (athletes: 13.9  ±  0.5  years, untrained: 13.4  ±  1.0  years; 
p  =  0.341; f  =  0.32). The athletes were significantly taller 
compared to untrained controls (athletes: 175 ± 9 cm, untrained: 
164  ±  13  cm; p  =  0.02; f  =  0.5), yet the differences in body 
mass did not reach significance (athletes: 64.4  ±  12.5  kg, 
untrained: 55.9  ±  12.2  kg; p  =  0.112; f  =  0.34). With body 
mass as a covariate, there was no significant effect of group 
(pBM  =  0.736; f  =  0.08) or group by length interaction 
(pBM = 0.402; f = 0.22) on VL ACSA (Figure 1). Vastus lateralis 
PCSA (pBM = 0.007; f = 0.66; Figure 2) and volume (pBM = 0.044; 
f  =  0.47; Table  1) were significantly greater in athletes than 
untrained controls, while muscle ACSAmax did not differ 
significantly between groups (pBM  =  0.917; f  =  0.03; Table  1). 
Vastus lateralis pennation angle was greater in athletes 
(pBM  =  0.006; f  =  0.66), while fascicle length did not differ 
significantly between groups (pFL  =  0.393; f  =  0.19; Table  1). 
Patellar tendon CSA was significantly greater in athletes compared 
to untrained controls (pBM = 0.049; f = 0.44) without significant 
group by length interaction (pBM  =  0.263; f  =  0.25; Figure  1). 
Therefore, average tendon CSA was also significantly greater 
in athletes (pBM  =  0.049; f  =  0.44; Figure  2). The ratio of 
average patellar tendon CSA to VL PCSA was, however, 
significantly lower in athletes than controls (p = 0.016; f = 0.56; 
Figure  2). Further, there was a significant correlation between 
VL PCSA and tendon CSA for both groups combined (r = 0.652, 
p  <  0.001; Figure  3). However, when analyzed separately, the 
correlation was significant in controls (r  =  0.750, p  =  0.012) 
and not in athletes (r  =  0.334, p  =  0.224). In addition, there 
was a significant correlation between the VL PCSA and pennation 
angle for both groups combined (r  =  0.521; p  =  0.009).

DISCUSSION

The present study investigated the effects of athletic training 
on knee extensor muscle and tendon morphology in early-
adolescence by comparing elite athletes with untrained peers. 
With anthropometric differences considered as covariates in 
the statistical analysis, athletes did not demonstrate significantly 
greater VL ACSAmax than controls but a markedly larger PCSA, 
volume, and a significantly greater pennation angle. The patellar 
tendon CSA was also significantly greater in athletes and, thus, 
our main hypotheses were confirmed. However, the ratio of 
tendon CSA to muscle PCSA as well as the association between 
them was lower in athletes compared to controls, which might 
indicate an imbalance of muscle and tendon in the radial 
growth-response to athletic training in that age.

The present study provides evidence of marked differences 
in knee extensor muscle and tendon morphology between 
early-adolescent athletes and untrained peers, indicating 
loading-induced hypertrophy of both tissues. Compared to 
untrained peers and under consideration of body mass, the 
athletes had a significantly larger VL PCSA and patellar tendon 
CSA. As the basal levels of muscle-anabolic sex hormones 

A

B

FIGURE 1 | (A) Vastus lateralis (VL) anatomical cross-sectional area and  
(B) patellar tendon cross-sectional area (CSA) of adolescent athletes (gray; 
n = 14) and untrained controls (white; n = 10) as a function of muscle or 
tendon length. The values represent average values ± SD of 10%-intervals 
(i.e., 0–10%, …), respectively. Note that body mass was used as covariate in 
the statistical analysis. *Significant main effect of group ( p < 0.05).
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are low before puberty (Murray and Clayton, 2013), the 
morphological response of muscles to mechanical loading is 
considered to be  negligible in children (Myer et  al., 2011). 
Not later than with the onset of adolescence, however, the 
responsiveness of skeletal muscles to loading in terms of 
morphological adaptation might change in conjunction with 
its endocrine environment. We  recently found greater VL 
thickness in early-adolescent athletes compared to untrained 
peers (Charcharis et  al., 2019). The present study extends 
these findings to the muscles PCSA, which is the main 
morphological determinant of radial muscle growth and number 
of sarcomeres in parallel (Haxton, 1944). We  found a large 
effect of group (f  =  0.66) with significantly greater PCSAs 
of the VL in the athletes compared to untrained controls, 
which may suggest a marked radial adaptation of the muscle 
to athletic training. Since the ACSAmax did not differ significantly 
between groups, this difference was likely influenced by the 
greater pennation angle of the muscle, which correlated 
significantly with the PCSA and explained 27% of its variance. 
It has been demonstrated earlier in adults that architectural 
remodeling enables the loading-induced changes of muscle 
PCSA to exceed those of the ACSA (Aagaard et  al., 2001). 
The present findings and earlier studies comparing 
mid-adolescent volleyball athletes with untrained peers 
(Mersmann et  al., 2016, 2017c) suggest that an increase of 
pennation angle contributes to radial muscle adaptation during 
maturation. This underlines the importance of considering 

muscle architecture when investigating muscle plasticity and 
adds to the uncertainty about muscle hypertrophy in 
prepubescent children, since muscle architecture has not been 
investigated in the respective studies on pennate muscles 
(Ramsay et  al., 1990; Granacher et  al., 2011).

Similar as in muscles, the morphology of tendons also seems 
to adapt to mechanical loading during maturation. Even with 
body mass accounted for, we found significantly greater patellar 
tendon CSA in early-adolescent athletes compared to the 
untrained group. As there was no group by length interaction, 
which indicates hypertrophy of the whole tendon as opposed 
to only regional differences e.g., due to pathological swelling, 
we are confident that our data indicate a physiological (adaptive) 
effect of athletic training on tendon morphology. Therefore, 
it seems likely that tendon hypertrophy may have contributed 
to the higher tendon stiffness we  observed in early-adolescent 
athletes compared to untrained peers in an earlier study 
(Charcharis et  al., 2019). Compared to muscle PCSA, however, 
the differences between the athletes and untrained controls 
were lower (i.e., medium effect; f  =  0.46) and less consistent. 

A B C

FIGURE 2 | (A) Vastus lateralis physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA),  (B) patellar tendon CSA, and  (C) ratio of average tendon CSA to VL PCSA of 
adolescent athletes (gray; n = 14) and untrained controls (white; n = 10). Note that body mass was used as covariate in the statistical analysis of VL PCSA and 
patellar tendon CSA. *Significant difference (p < 0.05).

TABLE 1 | Parameters of vastus lateralis (VL) morphology and architecture in 
early adolescent athletes and untrained controls.

Untrained (n = 10) Athletes (n = 14)

ACSAmax (cm2)BM 24.0 ± 8.3 28.1 ± 5.3
Volume (cm3)BM* 440 ± 147 589 ± 121
Muscle length (cm)* 29.8 ± 3.2 34.0 ± 2.3
Fascicle length (cm)FL 14.3 ± 2.8 13.1 ± 2.3
Pennation angle (°)BM* 8.2 ± 1.4 10.1 ± 1.3

Values are means ± standard deviation. ACSA, anatomical cross-sectional area. Data 

were analyzed with BMbody mass or FLfemur length as covariate. *Significantly different 
between groups ( p < 0.05).

FIGURE 3 | Association of vastus lateralis physiological cross-sectional area 
and patellar tendon cross-sectional area (CSA) in adolescent athletes (gray; 
n = 14) and untrained controls (white; n = 10).
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Further, the ratio of tendon CSA to muscle PCSA was significantly 
lower in athletes and the correlation of the two morphological 
parameters was only significant in controls. This might indicate 
that there is a disproportionate and less coordinated change 
of muscle PCSA and tendon CSA under the two-fold stimulus 
of athletic training and maturation. In an earlier study, we found 
that the VL PCSA of mid-adolescents volleyball athletes was 
already similar to adult athletes, while the patellar tendon CSA 
was still markedly smaller (Mersmann et  al., 2014). In a 
subsequent longitudinal study over two  years, the patellar 
tendons of those adolescent athletes demonstrated remarkable 
radial growth of about 27%, which can be  considered a 
physiological adaptation regarding the unchanged elastic modulus 
of the tendon (Mersmann et  al., 2017b). It is possible that 
the capacity of the tendon to adapt to mechanical loading 
with an increase of its CSA is rather low until body growth 
rate declines. Mid‐ to late-adolescence could then be  a period 
where tendon tissue mass can be acquired effectively by means 
of training until tissue turnover greatly reduces (Heinemeier 
et  al., 2013; Zhang et  al., 2020). Early‐ to mid-adolescence on 
the other hand may be  considered a critical period for the 
tendon, as the morphological adaptation to loading seems to 
occur at a lower rate compared to the muscle. This might 
contribute to the imbalances of muscle strength and tendon 
stiffness, which can increase the mechanical demand of the 
tendon and might associate to the increasing risk of tendon 
overuse injury with the onset of adolescence (Simpson et  al., 
2016; Mersmann et al., 2017a, 2019). However, more long-term 
longitudinal studies during adolescence are needed to support 
these assumptions. Similarly, it remains to be  shown to what 
extend the findings of the present study transfer to athletes 
from different sports. It seems reasonable to assume that 
activities that induce great mechanical and metabolic stress 
for the muscle due to high force and power output have the 
potential to induce muscle hypertrophy (Schoenfeld, 2013). 
Similarly, high forces or, more specifically, high magnitudes 
of tendon strain, are crucial for tendon adaptation as well 
(Arampatzis et  al., 2007; Kongsgaard et  al., 2007). However, 
short strain durations as in plyometric loading may not lead 
to an effective tendon stimulation (Burgess et  al., 2007; Fouré 
et  al., 2009; Houghton et  al., 2013; Bohm et  al., 2014), which 
may contribute to imbalances of muscle and tendon adaptation 
in sports that are characterized by a high frequency of jumps 
or change-of-direction movements (Mersmann et  al., 2017a).

A common challenge in studies with adolescents is the 
potential discrepancy between calendar and biological age. 
However, the assessment of skeletal age involves exposure to 
radiation and the accuracy of grading the secondary sex 
characteristics is rather low (Schlossberger et  al., 1992; Taylor 
et al., 2001; Slough et al., 2013). Maturity can roughly be estimated 
based on anthropometric data (Mirwald et  al., 2002; Moore 
et  al., 2015), yet these predictions cannot account for the 
considerable variation in anthropometry at a similar stage of 
maturity, which is a particular problem with athletes from sports 
with body height as a selection criterion. However, data on 
the Achilles tendon suggest that potential effects of  differing 
maturity on tendon properties is mainly attributed to (maturation-

related) differences in body mass (Waugh et  al., 2012).  
As body mass was used as a covariate in the present study, 
we  are confident that the lack of an adequate control for 
biological age does not affect our conclusions. Nevertheless, 
the possibility that mass-independent effects of biological maturity 
and hormone status may have influenced our results cannot 
be  discarded completely. An additional potential limitation of 
the study is the use of two ultrasound systems with different 
fields of view for the two groups. Considering the length of 
the VL fascicles, ~58 and ~23% of the calculated reference 
fascicles exceeded the field of view in the untrained control 
and athlete group, respectively. However, the agreement when 
scanning with both systems in the pilot study was fairly good 
and suggests a measurement error of about 5%. Even when 
systematically decreasing the VL fascicle length of the untrained 
control group by 5% (thus increasing PCSA), the differences 
between groups in VL PCSA remained significant (p  =  0.019). 
We  are also convinced that the differences found in PCSA 
are representative for the whole muscle despite that only the 
mid-region of the muscle was considered in the assessment 
of fascicle length.

In conclusion, the present study provides evidence that 
athletes feature greater VL PCSA and patellar tendon CSA 
already in early-adolescence compared to untrained peers, 
indicating loading-induced hypertrophy in both tissues. However, 
there seems to be  a disproportionate adaptation to athletic 
training, leading to a lower ratio of tendon to muscle CSA 
in athletes. This imbalance might contribute to the mismatch 
of muscle strength and tendon stiffness that has been reported 
earlier (Mersmann et  al., 2017c; Charcharis et  al., 2019), with 
potential implications for the risk of tendon injury (Simpson 
et  al., 2016; Mersmann et  al., 2019). Future research might 
clarify if mid‐ to late-adolescence is a period of pronounced 
tendon plasticity and if tendon adaptation can be  promoted 
earlier during maturation by means of specific interventions.
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